LEWIS

(We hear the deafening roar of an airplane engine rise up. Lewis, a jump instructor appears, yelling over the sound of the airplane.)

HEY AGAIN, FOLKS. I WANTED TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING SKY HIGH ADVENTURES FOR YOUR OUTING THIS AFTERNOON, AND TO BRIEFLY TOUCH ON A FEW THINGS AS WE MAKE OUR ASCENT! JUST A REFRESHER – FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO DON’T KNOW OR CAN’T REMEMBER, MY NAME IS LEWIS, AND I’M HERE TO MAKE SURE YOU’RE SAFE, SECURE, AND HAVING A GOOD TIME! THOUGH NOT NECESSARILY IN THAT ORDER! I’M HAPPY TO REPORT THAT WE’RE EXPECTING CLEAR SKIES AND IDEAL FLYING CONDITIONS TODAY! NOW THERE ARE A FEW THINGS TO REVIEW AS WE MAKE THE CLimb! THE HARNESS THAT YOU’RE WEARING IS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO CONNECT YOU TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR, SO YOU WILL WANT IT TO BE TIGHT AND SECURE!
(Eventually the lights come up to reveal we’re inside a jump plane. Derek is here, behind Abby, attached by a harness. Colleen is behind Marilyn, also attached by a harness. They’re all suited up for a tandem skydive. As Lewis talks, Abby’s eyes flutter open. She looks around confused, wondering if she’s maybe dreaming.)

YOU’VE ALSO BEEN OUTFITTED WITH A PAIR OF GOGGLES AND A HELMET! THE HELMET IS EQUIPPED WITH A MIC, AS WELL AS A TWO-WAY RADIO THAT WILL ALLOW YOU ALL TO STAY IN COMMUNICATION DURING YOUR DESCENT! IN A TANDEM DIVE, YOUR INSTRUCTOR WEARS THE PARACHUTE PACK ON HIS OR HER BACK AND SO LONG AS YOU STAY CONNECTED TO ONE ANOTHER, YOU HAVE NOTHING TO BE AFRAID OF!!!